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The Floquet code utilizes a periodic sequence of two-qubit measurements to realize the topological
order. After each measurement round, the instantaneous stabilizer group can be mapped to a
honeycomb toric code, thus explaining the topological feature. The code also possesses a time-
crystal order distinct from the stationary counterpart – the e�m transmutation after every cycle.
In this work, we construct a continuous path interpolating between the Floquet and toric codes,
focusing on the transition between the time-crystal and non-time-crystal phases. We show that this
transition is characterized by a diverging length scale. We also add single qubit perturbations to the
model and obtain a richer two-dimensional parametric phase diagram of the Floquet code, showing
the stability of the Floquet topological order.

Introduction - Topological phases are highly interesting
because their non-local integrals of motion are robust
against local perturbations and thus beneficial for fault-
tolerant quantum computation [1–5]. These exotic
features were first established for the ground states
of certain time-independent Hamiltonians such as Z2

toric code, and subsequently were extended to non-
equilibrium unitary dynamics [6–11] as well as non-
unitary dynamics that involve measurements [12–23]. In
particular, Hasting and Haah proposed a circuit model
consisting of a sequence of two-body measurements that
gives rise to a dynamically generated quantum error
correcting code which is closely related to Z2 toric code.
Due to the time-periodic nature of the measurement
sequence, the underlying code and logical operators
transform periodically in time; thus the protocol code
is called the Floquet code [23] This code is not a
stabilizer nor subsystem code, but dynamically generates
logical qubits through a sequence of non-commuting
measurements [23–26].

A remarkable characteristic of this class of Floquet
codes is the time-crystalline ordering that transmutes
the magnetic (m) to electric (e)-type logical operators
and vice versa each cycle. Unlike conventional time
crystals that can be accessed by local order parameters
[27–29], the e�m exchange can only be probed by non-
local operators, suggesting its topological nature. In
fact, on an open boundary, this non-trivial exchange
manifests as a radical chiral mode with a dynamical
topological invariant

p
2 [30, 31], and is thus dubbed as

the Floquet enriched topological order (FET). Like any
other topological order, FET should be robust up to a
certain strength of perturbation, then undergo a phase
transition to a trivial phase.

The main goal of this work is to study the stability
of the Floquet topological order against perturbations
of the circuit model away from the ideal protocol in
Ref.[23]. We consider the effect of skipping some of
the measurements as well as the effect of randomly
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FIG. 1. (a) Layout of the Floquet code with color labels for
each link and plaquette and the explicit forms of the plaquette
and link operators. The link operators only depend on the
respective link orientation and not on the color. (b-c) One
configuration of the m and e strings defined at the red round,
respectively. (d) Phase diagram with respect to the missing
pM and single-qubit measurements pS probabilities.

replacing a two-qubit measurement with a pair of single-
qubit measurements. Interestingly, by using an error-
corrected order parameter, we find that the Floquet
order is robust against small but finite perturbations,
giving rise to an extended measurement-induced Floquet
topological phase of matter. As one increases the
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perturbation strength, there is a measurement-induced
phase transition to either a non-Floquet topological
phase, a volume law phase, or a trivial area law phase
(Fig. 1). We note that the FET phase, being stabilized
by measurements, does not undergo thermalization in the
long time limit. This is not the case for unitary models
without either MBL [7–9, 32, 33] or prethermalization
[34–36].

Model - In this study, we consider a periodic-boundary
L ⇥ L honeycomb lattice where a qubit is located at
each vertex, with 2L2 qubits in total. Each hexagonal
plaquette is assigned one of three colors: red, blue, or
green, ensuring that no two adjacent plaquettes share the
same color. Within this geometry, a link only connects
plaquettes sharing the same color and thus inherits the
respective color label. Furthermore, a two-qubit operator
is assigned to each link, depending on the link orientation
as demonstrated in Fig. 1(a). A plaquette operator is
defined as the clockwise product of the link operators
around the corresponding plaquette.

For the standard Floquet code, in each cycle which
we refer to as a unit of time, all links are measured in
the color-wise sequence of blue! green! red. After the
initial cycle of measurements, all plaquette operators are
going to have a definite value (either +1 or �1), and
since they commute with all link operators, their value
will not change in the subsequent steps. As a result, the
instantaneous stabilizer group (ISG) after each step past
the initial cycle, contains all the link operators of the
respective color and all plaquette operators, up to ±1
signs depending on measurement outcomes.

Each link measurement projects a C4 Hilbert space
of two adjacent physical qubits to a C2 Hilbert space
which can then be regarded as a single effective qubit
sitting on the link of a superlattice. More specifically,
after each step, applying CNOTs on measured x and
z links and applying controlled-Y on measured y-links
will disentangle half of the qubits and the other half
would make up a toric code state on a hexagonal
supperlattice[23] (See Fig.1). Let S̃e, S̃m and S̃f denote
e,m and f -type logical operators in the supperlattice
picture after the red measurement step. Then Se =
US̃eU†, Sm = US̃mU† and Sf = US̃fU† would be the
logical e, m and f operators in the original lattice, where
U is the disentangling circuit (Fig. 1b,c). Note that an f
logical operator is simply given by the product of all link
operators along a non-trivial loop in the original lattice.

We introduce perturbations to the standard Floquet
code by randomly missing link measurements at the
blue and green rounds with probability pM and monitor
the circuit after every red round which is free of
missing defects, which we refer to as the “missing” (M -)
perturbation. Additionally, given that a link is measured,
we can also replace every two-qubit measurement in
the standard protocol with two associated single-qubit
measurements, e.g, instead of measuring X1X2 on a

link, we measure X1 on one end and X2 on the other
end. We briefly denote this replacement as the “single-
qubit” (S-) perturbation with probability pS . M -
perturbations commute with all plaquette operators,
leaving the quantum state always topological at the end
of each measurement cycle. Meanwhile, S-perturbations
anti-commute with the plaquettes and can drive the
quantum state to a different phase.

To obtain the phase diagram, we compute the
tripartite entanglement entropy (TEE) which equals one
in the topological phase, zero in the trivial area-law
phase, and a negative extensive value in the volume-law
phase [16, 22, 37]. The exact phase boundary can be
obtained from a standard finite-size scaling method which
also agrees with the transition in purification dynamics
[37, 38]. The detailed methodology and TEE data are
presented in SM [39]. The phase diagram is shown
in Fig. 1(d). Under the absence of S-perturbations,
i.e., pS = 0, the diagram features a tricritical point at
pcM ⇡ 0.48 which separates the FET phase with a period-
doubled e � m exchange behavior from the stationary
topological (T) phase.

Missing link measurements– First, we examine the
phase diagram along the line pS = 0 (no S-perturbation).
Because we have assumed no red link measurement would
be missed, the bulk ISG is always the same (up to
±1 signs) after each round of red link measurements.
This leaves room for only the non-local logical qubits
to have non-trivial dynamics. The limit pM = 0 realizes
a standard honeycomb Floquet code equipped with an
e�m exchange every cycle. In the opposite limit pM ! 1,
the other two color rounds are essentially absent and the
circuit generates a stationary toric code topological order
on the superlattice associated with the red links.

As we will show, the e�m exchange dynamics persists
for pM > 0 up to a critical value pcM > 0, after which
it disappears and the system enters stationary toric code
phase. To probe the Floquet dynamics, we consider the
following procedure. Let mx and mz denote the m-type
string operators winding around the torus along x and z
directions respectively. ex and ez are defined analogously
to denote the logical e-type string operators. We start
with the state which is the eigenstate of all plaquette
operators as well as mx and mz. After every red round
of measurements, we read out the expectation value of
the m-loop along the x-direction G(t) = hmx(t)i2, where
the overline stands for averaging over random circuit
realizations. For numerical simulation, we use Clifford
formalism [40], where post-selection and averaging over
measurement outcome are included. Note that for the
initial state, we have hmx(0)i = 1 and hex(0)i = 0.
Therefore, due to the e�m exchange dynamics, we
expect G(t) to oscillate between 1 and 0 in the FET
phase, while it should remain constant and equal to 1
in the toric code phase.

By inspecting G(t) with varying pM 2 [0, 1], we find
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FIG. 2. (a-c) G(t) for pM = 0.38 (FET), 0.48 (critical), and 0.58 (T). The FET phase features double-period oscillations, which
is lacking in the T phase. The inset of (b) shows G(t) at the critical point fitted to a multi-channel Markovian process. (d-e)
The 0 and ⇡-components averaged over T = 100 cycles. (f-g) Data collapse of (d-e) respectively with (pcM , ⌫) = [0.47(8), 1.36(0)]
(f) and [0.47(6), 1.35(4)] (g).

an extended FET phase separated from the toric code
topological phase by a sharp phase transition at pcM =
0.48. More specifically, for pM < pcM , the value of G(t) in
odd and even cycles are visibly distinguishable, and G(t)
converges to the exact binary form G(t) = (t+1) mod 2
as L ! 1, signaling the time-crystalline order (Fig. 2a).
On the other hand, for pM > pcM , G(t) approaches a
single-valued function G(t) = 1 in the thermodynamic
limit (Fig. 2c). Remarkably, at the critical point pcM =
0.48 which separates the two phases, G(t) acquires a finite
lifetime and follows a universal function independent of
the system size (Fig. 2b), suggesting a zero dynamical
exponent z = 0. This unusual z is due to the exact
recovery of the bulk ISG after every cycle. Away from
the pS = 0 axis, the dynamic exponent returns to the
conventional value of unity [39].

Accordingly, one can use the 0 and ⇡ components of
the Fourier transform of G(t) as order parameters for
distinguishing the two phases and performing scaling
analysis:

G0 ⌘ lim
T!1

2

T

TX

t=0

G(t), G⇡ ⌘ lim
T!1

2

T

TX

t=0

ei⇡tG(t). (1)

We note that the time limit should be taken after the
thermodynamic limit, given that for any fixed system
size, limt!1 G(t) = 0 [see Fig. 2(a-c)]. Fig. 2(d-e) shows
the transition of these quantities across the critical point,
taking T = 100; we have G0 = G⇡ = 1 for pM < pcM ,
while for pM > pcM , we have G0 = 2 and G⇡ = 0, in the
thermodynamic limit. Both quantities follow the scaling
form F0,⇡

⇥
(p� pcM )L1/⌫

⇤
near the criticality, with pcM ⇠

0.48 and ⌫ ⇠ 1.35� 1.36 [see Figs. 2(e-f)].

The nature of this phase transition can be understood
by the microscopic dynamics of the Floquet phase. As
is explained in Ref. [23], the color-wise measurement of
the link operators along a loop maps the e-string along
that loop to an m-string along the same loop and vice
versa (see also the SM [39]). Therefore, whenever there
exists a non-trivial path in the perturbed circuit model
along which all link operators get measured in a cycle,
the corresponding e-string operator along that path gets
mapped to an m-string operator. However, due to the
topological nature of the phase, it means any e-string
operator maps to the corresponding m-string operator,
as long as there exists one path along which all link
operators get measured properly. This picture places the
FET-T transition in the same universality class as 2D
percolation. More specifically, given that red links are
always measured, one can contract each red links into
a point and consider the bond percolation problem on
the resulting Kagome lattice. In fact, the critical value
pcM = 0.48 for the FET-T phase transition agrees with
the numerical estimate of bond percolation threshold on
the Kagome lattice [41], which explains the extended
FET phase for pM < pcM . On the other hand, when
pM > pcM , there is no percolating path, and hence each
cycle consists of only disconnected finite-size patches of
measurements. Since such measurements cannot access
logical information, the e � m exchange vanishes in the
non-percolating phase. The percolation picture also
explains why G0 vanishes at pM = pcM (Fig. 2d). At
criticality, there is a finite chance of forming a percolating
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FIG. 3. Examples of errors that can occur to the ISG upon
introducing S�perturbations. (a) A local red S�perturbation
that can be detected through two adjacent plaquettes (gray).
(b) Non-contractible open f�string formed when at least two
green or blue S�perturbations intercept an f�loop.

cluster whose boundary is also percolating around the
torus. Color-wise measurement of the links inside such a
cluster would effectively measure the logical f -string that
goes along the boundary of that cluster. This is closely
related to the difficulty with defining the Floquet code
with open boundary conditions, as it is known that a
naive implementation would result in the measurement
of logical information in each cycle [23, 42]. In fact,
at the critical point, the circuit over one cycle can
perform one of these transformations, each with finite
probability: (i) doing nothing, (ii) exchanging e and m,
or measuring a f�loop along the (iii) x�direction, (iv)
z�direction, or (v) xz�direction. The result is a multi-
channel Markovian process that we show in the inset of
Fig. 2(b) and explain in more detail in the SM [39]. In
the FET and T phases, only the (i) and (ii) channels
survive respectively.

Single-qubit measurements - Even though the Floquet
code measures closed f�operators, these loops can
be deformed into each other except for the two non-
trivial loops winding around the torus and thus do
not contribute to the entanglement inside the bulk.
Therefore, the TEE stays exactly unity everywhere along
the pS = 0 axis. The picture changes significantly when
we introduce single-qubit perturbations. In fact, the
generators of the ISG after each red measurement round
now contain “errors” to the Hasting-Haah protocol not
found in the pS = 0 case. In Fig. 3(a), we show an
error generated by pair of red single-qubit measurements
that can be detected through the two neighboring
plaquettes with which this error anti-commutes. Another
type of errors occurs if more than one green or blue
S�perturbations happens along an f�loop, resulting in
open string errors that are not immediately transparent
under plaquette measurements as shown in Fig. 3(b). We
note that at the tricritical point, the circuit measures
diverging f�loops, which under non-zero pS , break into
extended strings. This explains the immediate emergence
of the volume phase at the critical point with any non-
zero pS shown in Fig. 1(d).

We expect that the FET characteristic must survive
throughout the topological phase with pM < pcM as
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FIG. 4. The 0-component amplitude of G across the FET-
volume-law transition at pM = 0.4 (a) and the T-volume-law
transition at pM = 0.55 (b). The dash lines indicate the actual
critical pS obtained from TEE. The inset in (a) shows the
corrected m�string after being morphed to avoid all errors.

shown in Fig. 1(d) because there cannot be a continuous
deformation between the FET and T phases. However,
our previous probe cannot be applied straightforwardly
in the presence of S�perturbation because the string
that we read out may randomly cross a point or an error
string. Even worse, the probability of crossing an error
string increases with system size, making the defined
order parameter to vanish in the large�L limit. This
is similar to the problem that the expectation values
of loop operators decay exponentially with a perimeter-
law when the toric code Hamiltonian is subjected to an
Ising field [5]. Nevertheless, the topological order or the
ground state degeneracy is preserved and the exact 1-
form symmetry characterizing the x�loop is replaced by
an emergent 1-form symmetry defined along a ‘fattened’
loop with finite transverse width.

The same intuition can be applied to our model.
Specifically, by deforming our m�loop to avoid all the
errors [see the inset of Fig. 4(a)], we can recover the
finite-value order parameter as shown in Fig. 4. The
exact implementation is described in the SM [39]. The
typical width d of the corrected m�string is governed
by the length of string errors, which is finite in the
topological phase but grows with the system size in
the volume-law phase. In our correction scheme, to be
compatible with the finite size, we fix the maximum
width as d = 11. Despite being independent of the
system size in the area-law phase, d should increase as the
circuit approaches the phase transition, so this d�fixing
makes the apparent transition in Fig. 4 happen before
the actual one computed from TEE; this is analogous to
the situation where optimal and non-optimal decoders
perform similarly away from the phase boundaries in
the circuit with measurements [43]. Nevertheless, this
corrected order parameter justifies the robustness of
the non-trivial e � m exchange against single-qubit
perturbations, which is expected for a topological phase.

Conclusion - We discover a robust Floquet topological
phase in a quantum circuit characterized by a non-
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trivial exchange that brings the logical operator back
to itself after two cycles. We establish in our
quantum circuit model that this phase is stable against
microscopic perturbations to the protocol, thus verifying
the topological nature of the phase. Additionally,
even though the dynamics here is generated from
measurements only, the phase diagram displays a rich
structure with a volume-law phase.

The research on Floquet topological order can advance
in several directions. An outstanding question is the
bulk invariant that can capture FET. For non-interacting
Floquet topology, the invariant describes a topological
gap-closing point in the evolution unitary [11, 44]; by
analogy, the invariant for FET presumably describes
a non-abelian defect. Lastly, we note that our order
parameter G(t) is not linear in the density matrix,
meaning that it can only be accessed experimentally
with post-selection. Moreover, we use the wavefunction,
which is not readily accessible in an experiment, to find
a path that does not cross the error strings. However, in
principle, it should be possible to use the outcomes of the
link measurements to perform proper error detection and
error correction, similar to the standard Floquet code, to
avoid this problem.
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Supplemental Material for Measurement-induced Floquet enriched topological order

I. Phase diagram of the Floquet honeycomb code

In the ideal honeycomb Floquet code, two-qubit measurements are performed in cycles containing three rounds
following the blue-green-red sequence. Each two-body operator defined on a link is called check operator. After
each round, the instantaneous stabilizer group (ISG) consists of all the plaquette operators (product of all the check
operators on links around one hexagonal plaquette) and all the links measured in that round. For a honeycomb lattice
of L plaquettes per direction, there are L2 plaquettes, L2 links of one color, and 2L2 qubits. Not all of the stabilizers
are independent because the product of all plaquettes is identity and so is the product of all links and plaquettes of
the other two colors (e.g., the product of all the red links with all the blue and green plaquettes), resulting in two
logical qubits. We fix these degrees of freedom by measuring the loop operators winding around the torus.

For the standard Floquet code, the ISG can be mapped exactly to that of a toric code on a hexagonal lattice.
Specifically, each link operator projects the 4D Hilbert space of two physical qubits to a 2D Hilbert space of one
particular parity, which can be regarded as an effective qubit. For example, under a ZZ = +1 measurement the
Hilbert space of this effective qubit in terms of the two physical qubits is {|", "i |#, #i}. Within this basis, we have the
following transformations

|""i
Z⌦I
���! |""i , |##i

Z⌦I
���! � |##i ; |""i

X⌦Y
���! i |##i , |##i

X⌦Y
���! �i |""i . (1)

As a result, considering the action on the effective qubit, we can regard Z ⌦ I ⌘ Z̃ and X ⌦ Y ⌘ Ỹ . In Fig. 1, if we
redraw the quantum circuit in effective qubits (red dots), the lattice is now transformed to a hexagonal superlattice.
Additionally, a physical plaquette operator inside a superlattice cell is now rewritten as ⇧Z̃i with i belonging to
the super-plaquette; while a physical plaquette overlapping a superlattice vertex, in the new basis, is ⇧Ỹj with j
surrounding the super-vertex. This set of effective plaquette and vertex operators in the superlattice generates the
topological order despite the physical operators being only two-qubit. We can also see that the string operators in
Fig. 1(b) and (c) of the main text, within the basis of effective qubits, become the Ỹ� and Z̃�strings respectively.

A. Floquet-to-stationary transition

The Floquet code exhibits a time-crystalline behavior in which an m-type logical qubit is converted to an e-type
after one cycle, breaking the time translational symmetry. The exchange can be figured out exactly in the ideal
Floquet code where one sequentially updates the m-string with non-commuting measurements of the following blue,
green, and red rounds as shown in Fig. 2(a). Operationally, this is equivalent to fusing the logical string operator with
an f -string as shown in Fig. 2(b). In the ideal Floquet code where all links are measured, such an f -string is always
possible. However, if only links of one or two colors are measured, we can construct at best closed plaquettes. This
intuition suggests that we can look at the history of the measurement schedule to study the logical qubit exchange.
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FIG. 1. Left: Explicit expression of the physical plaquette and link operators. Right: By mapping a measured link (light
red) into an effective qubit (deep red), the lattice is redrawn into a hexagonal superlattice (orange). The physical plaquette
operators now serve as either the super-plaquette or super-vertex operators in the new lattice.
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FIG. 2. (a) Microscopic evolution that convert an m-type string to an e-type in the ideal Floquet code. (b) The equivalent
picture of multiplying the m�type Pauli string with an overlaying f�string that produces the same e�m transmutation.

Inspired by Ref. [1], we look at the collection of all the links being measured in a cycle, which form a periodic 2D
lattice if no links are missing. We define a cluster as a region inside which one can construct an f -path between any
points. If not many links are missing, there exists a percolating cluster extending throughout the lattice; while on the
opposite limit, all the clusters are finite and it is the cluster boundary that percolates through the lattice (Fig. 3a).
This definition of the cluster exactly matches the FET-T transition to a percolation transition on a kagome lattice
with each link being turned on randomly with probability 1�pM . In the percolating phase, one can always construct a
path from a point to infinity, corresponding to our FET phase where the measurement history contains some extended
f�string that implements the e � m exchange. In contrast, in the non-percolating phase, such an f�string is not
present, meaning the logical qubit does not transmute. This mapping yield the pcM = 1 � pthreshold ⇡ 0.476 and
⌫ = 4/3 ⇡ 1.33. Besides the transition from double to single-period oscillation of the logical qubit, we also observe
a critical damping at the critical point, i.e., the lifetime of the logical qubit does not diverge with the system size.
This phenomenon can also be inferred from the percolation picture. If the measurement operator simultaneously
anti-commutes with multiple non-overlapping strings, the result is a concatenated longer Pauli string. This special
condition is met along the boundary cluster. In Fig. 3(b), we show the growth of an f�loop along the cluster boundary.
After the green and blue rounds, there exist open segments to the two sides of the cluster boundary which are not
allowed in the perturbation-free Hasting and Haah code. Finally, at the red round, these segments are concatenated
to form a continuous f�loop. At the critical point, the typical length of cluster boundaries diverges, resulting in a
finite probability of measuring an infinitely long f�loop even in one cycle, leading to the critical damping.

In principle one can find the probability of code measuring an f�string at the critical point from the percolation
picture but such a calculation would be quite involved. Instead, we obtain the relevant probabilities numerically from
the evolution over one cycle. By initializing the circuit with two m�strings along x and z direction and looking at
the probability of different outcomes, we obtain the probability for 5 channels mentioned in the main text: p1 ⇡ 0.31
for doing nothing, p2 ⇡ 0.3 for exchanging e�m, p3 ⇡ 0.12 for measuring fx, p4 ⇡ 0.23 for measuring fz, and p5 ⇡ 0.04
for measuring fxz. On the other hand, the space of all possible configurations that encode the two logical qubits is
six-fold {(mx,mz), (ex, ez), (mx, ex), (mz, ez), (fx, fz), (mxz, exz)}. Depending on the initial configurations, not all
transformations result in different outcomes, e.g. (mx, ex) is invariant under e � m exchange and fx measurement.
Consequently, we obtain the transfer matrix in the basis of configurations previously mentioned

S =

0

BBBBB@

0.31 0.30 0 0 0 0
0.30 0.31 0 0 0 0
0.12 0.12 0.73 0 0 0
0.23 0.23 0 0.84 0 0
0 0 0.27 0.16 1 0.35

0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0.65

1

CCCCCA
(2)

and G(t) = (St)1,1 + (St)3,1. This expression with empirical S agrees with the numerical data for all t as shown
in the main text. Matrix S also yields the decay rate of ⇡ 0.30 (corresponding to the logarithmic of the third
largest eigenvalue) caused by the leaking to the steady configuration (fx, fz). Away from critical, we know that the
probability of measuring extended f�strings vanishes in the thermodynamic limit because the cluster boundaries are
finite, leading to the zero decay rate. To justify this statement, we numerically extract the decay rate of the logical
qubit over time by fitting G̃(2t) = G(2t) + G(2t � 1) to an exponential form e�2�t. Fig. 4(b) shows that � assumes
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) Collection of all measured links with (pM < pcM ) and without (pM > pcM ) percolating clusters that extends
throughout the system (green shaded). The record of the measurement schedules near the cluster boundary which runs
through missing links (dashed lines) is shown on the right. The red links are contracted, resulting in a percolating kagome
lattice. (b) The update of string operators in the ISG along the cluster boundary after the green, blue, and red measurement
rounds. After the red round, an f�string is measured along the cluster boundary.

an exponential decay with system size � ⇠ e�L/⇠ away from the critical point but becomes � ⇠ O(L0) corresponding
to ⇠ ! 1 at pcM ⇡ 0.48. The critical value from � is consistent with those obtained from the percolation transition
and from scaling analysis of G0 [see Fig. 4(a)]. The percolation picture holds quantitatively even if we modify the
missing-link perturbation. In Fig. 4(c-d), we skip link measurements only in the green round instead of green and
blue rounds as in the main text. The FET-T transition is similar to the original model except for that pcM ⇡ 0.65,
reflecting the percolation transition on a hexagonal lattice (instead of a kagome lattice). We note the percolation
picture applies exactly as long as one color round is measured perfectly, making the ISG (except for the logical qubits)
repeat itself after one cycle and the dynamics Markovian. In fact, if missing perturbations are introduced to all three
color rounds, for sufficiently high pM , the randomness prevails over the Floquet periodicity and drives the circuit into
the critical phase that has super-area-law entanglement entropy, similar to that in the randomly measured Kitaev
honeycomb model [2].

B. Tripartite entanglement entropy and purification dynamic

In this section, we provide the methodology and raw data for the tripartite entanglement entropy (TEE). TEE is
defined as

S3 = SA + SB + SC � SAB � SBC � SAC + SABC , (3)

where S is the usual bipartite entanglement entropy and the partitions A, B, and C are illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In
Fig. 5(b-d), we show the scaling analysis to obtain the critical point for topological-volume law, volume law-area law,
and topological-area law respectively. Because TEE diverges in the volume-law phase, we use three scaling ansatzs
S3 = 1+L"f [(p�pc)L1/⌫ ], S3 = L"f [(p�pc)L1/⌫ ], and S3 = f [(p�pc)L1/⌫ ] for the respective transition. In particular,
the transition at pM = 0 has the scaling exponent ⌫ ⇡ 0.89 very close to that of the 3D percolation transition. In fact,
following the mapping of Ref. [3], this transition can be mapped to a 3D percolation transition, albeit on a different
geometry. Out of the three dimensions, one is temporal; which is in contrast to the FET-T transition that belongs to
the universality class of 2D percolation without the extension in time. We revisit our claim that introducing missing
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FIG. 4. (a) The zero component of the logical qubit oscillation averaged over 100 cycles. (b) Decay rate of the logical qubit
over time. Data collapse of the respective figure is shown on the right. Both are for the original model with M�perturbations
in the green and blue rounds. (c-d) Similar to (a-b) but the M�perturbations are only present in the green round. The phase
transition is unchanged except for a shift of the critical pM .
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FIG. 5. (a) Partition scheme to compute the tripartite entanglement entropy. (b-d) TEE versus pS and data collapse for
pM = 0.4 from the topological to volume-law phase (b), pM = 0.45 from the volume-law to confined area-law phase (c), and
pM = 0 from the topological to confined area-law phase (d). (e) TEE versus pM and data collapse from the topological to the
critical phase upon introducing missing perturbations to all color rounds.

perturbations to all three color rounds leads to the critical phase. In Fig. 5(e), the TEE approaches �1 for pM > 0.26,
justifying the critical nature of the phase.

We also check the consistency of the TEE with purification dynamics [4, 5]. In this test, we initially scramble
the honeycomb lattice plus 10 ancilla qubits by applying 4-qubit random Clifford gates over randomly chosen qubits
(including the ancilla). The number of gates is 8L3. We then implement the measurement schedule described earlier
and monitor the entanglement entropy of the ancilla qubits Sa with respect to time. From the purification dynamics,
we can estimate the location of the transition point, however, scaling analysis to exactly identify this point is not
reliable. We expect that purification yields a quantitatively comparable to TEE if the number of ancilla qubits scales
with that of the primary circuit. We first study the purification without S�perturbations (pS = 0) shown in Fig. 6(a-
c). In both the FET and T phases, Sa quickly reduces to 2, the number of logical qubits of the toric code, then decays
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FIG. 6. Entanglement entropy of the ancilla qubits. The parameter values of the middle column are tuned to produce the
best-collapsed data with respect to t/L except for the pS = 0 case. These values are to be compared with the critical value
obtained from TEE: (pS , pM ) = (0, 0.477), (0.101, 0.4) and (0.130, 0.35).

at a rate exponentially slow with large L. On the contrary at the tricritical point, the ancilla qubits are purified within
t ⇠ L0.29. We note that the exponent of 0.29 is slightly different from the z = 0 in the main text probably because
we do not initialize all the plaquettes at t = 0 in the context of purification dynamics. Nevertheless, this value is still
significantly lower than the usual z = 1 expected for CFT at a critical point. Moving away from the tricritical point,
we can see that the transition from topological to volume-law phase most likely has z = 1 [see Fig. 6(e) and (h)]. The
transition value estimation from ancilla purification is consistent with the value obtained from finite-size scaling of
TEE.

II. Correct order parameter in the presence of single-qubit perturbation

Without S�perturbations, the stabilizer group in the bulk repeats itself exactly after one cycle, so we can probe
the Floquet characteristic using the same loop operator that we initialize. In the presence of perturbations, the
expectation value of a string operator is exponentially suppressed by its length because the loop may cut through
an error and in fact this is guaranteed to happen as the length approaches infinity. This is similar to computing
loop condensation is a dirty toric code even though the topological order is supposed to be robust against local
perturbations. The solution is to morph the string to avoid all the errors.

Without access to the many-body wavefunction of the circuit, the actual error configuration can be figured out
by measuring the expectation value of plaquettes and their higher-order correlation. Specifically, an S�perturbation
occurs along the shared link between the plaquettes u and v, then we have the following identities hPui = hPvi = 0 and
hPuPvi = ±1. To identify if these perturbations exist by themselves or as end points of an f�string, we compute the
long-range correlation function. For example, for an isolated S�perturbation depicted in Fig. 7(a), all the long-range
correlation hPu⇧Pkii = 0 for all collections {ki} 6⇢ {u, v}. On the other hand, f�string errors can be detected through
nontrivial correlation hPu1Pu2i = ±1 and hPu1Pu2Pu3i = ±1, corresponding to Figs. 7(b) and (c) respectively. Once
all the errors are mapped out, one can, in principle deform the m�string to avoid all these errors as shown in Fig. 7(d).
We emphasize that in the topological phase, string errors must be finite, so we only need to examine errors within a
finite strip around the m�string.
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FIG. 7. (a) Isolated single-qubit errors. (b) Errors located at the end points of an f�string. (c) Similar to (b) but three errors
occur during the f�loop formation. (d) Adaption scheme involves deforming the m�string to avoid all the point and string
errors. The action is equivalent to dressing the string with appropriate plaquettes.

In our work, by taking advantage of the full many-body wavefunction, we devise a different correction scheme
that requires less overhead. The procedure we are going to describe below applies to a single random configuration.
The result is then averaged over multiple configurations to get a representative picture of the phase. Intuitively,
deforming the m�string is equivalent to dressing the string with appropriate plaquette operators that also anti-
commute with the same errors [see Fig. 7(d)]. The result is a composite object m00 = m⇧uiPui that commutes with
all the errors. To identify if such a {ui} collection exists, we first express the m�Pauli string as a ZN

2 vector with
N being the qubit number. Each entry [m]j = 0 if m commutes with j�Pauli string of the stabilizer tableau and
1 otherwise. If the expectation value hmi = ±1, m must commute with all the rows of the stabilizer tableau, and
thus [m] = 0; while hmi = 0 implies at least one entry is 1. We can perform the same transformation to all the
plaquette operators within a strip of width d from the m�string and collect those that have non-trivial binary vector
description as P = {[Pu1 ], [Pu2 ], ..., [Pun ]}. These plaquettes have zero expectation value and thus must overlap with
an error. As mentioned earlier, some products among these plaquettes can have deterministic values so rank(P ) < n.
If rank({[m], P}) = rank(P ), then there exist a collection {i} such that [m00] = [m] ⇥ ⇧[Pui ] = 0 or equivalently
hm00

i = ±1. Otherwise, we register a zero readout. We apply the same procedure to study the e � m exchange in
the presence of single-qubit errors. The results are displayed in Fig. 8(a-f) with fixed d = 11, showing that both the
double and single-period behaviors characterizing the FET and T phases persist up to a finite pS . In both cases, the
critical pS is somewhat less than the value obtained from TEE.

In the topological-critical phase transition when missing perturbations are present throughout the measurement
schedule, the errors are not detectable by plaquette operators because they commute with all link measurements.
However, the correction scheme we develop earlier can be modified by dressing the m�string with red link operators
instead of hexagonal plaquettes. The red-dressed order parameter with fixed d = 7 recovers the stable double-period
oscillation in the Floquet topological phase [Fig. 8(g)], but fails to do so on the critical side [Fig. 8(h)]. From the
oscillation of the corrected string readout, the phase transition happens around pM ⇡ 0.265, which is surprisingly close
to the value obtained from TEE, unlike the topological-volume law transition. We hypothesize that this difference is
because the typical length of string errors diverges slower across the phase transition as the subsystem entanglement
entropy S ⇠ L logL in the critical phase compared to S ⇠ L2 in the volume-law phase.
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FIG. 8. (a-c) e�m exchange readout at pM = 0.4 in the FET phase (pS = 0.06) (a) and the volume-law phase (pS = 0.11) (b).
(c) The zero component G0 across the phase transition. (d-f) Similar to (a-c) but the transition from the stationary topological
(pS = 0.03) (d) to the volume-law phase (pS = 0.06) at fixed pM = 0.55 (e). (g-k) Transition from the FET (pM = 0.25) (g)
to the critical super-area-law phase (pM = 0.3) (h).


